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A young female reporter has the brilliant idea to create
a fake video report on everyday crime, ranging from
fights between couples that end with murder,
friendships that end up ruined forever, incest, rape,
to even drugs and accidental deaths. She finds a friend
who is obsessed with his camera and asks him to do the
mocmockumentary for her voluntarily. He agrees and both
start recruing amateur actors, friends and people who
like the idea playing in front of the camera.

Red Like Blood Seeps Out After 10 Years

The first couple of stories look very fake and weird, unl the girl in the second story has a
nervous breakdown and almost kills the other actor in the scene with a real knife - who plays
her brother in the story and constantly rapes her- probably because she had personal issues
with a similar subject.
 
For the third story the cameraman does the eding by himself and it looks like a short movie,
somsomething that the female reporter doesn't find amusing. For the fourth story she doesn't
even want to be around, cause it deals with drugs and needles. By the me they are ready to
shoot the fih and final story, both are very red and want to finish up as fast as possible.
 
The two girls who "act" in the fih story, are friends in real life, who had an issue with an
ex-boyfriend, and the beef between them is resurrected during the filming process. They
totally forget that the camera is there, the "vicm" keeps pushing as part of her acng, and
the other girl loses her the other girl loses her temper to a point that she can no longer control herself...

The movie with the rep of being the most realisc horror
movie ever made is sll hemorrhaging ten years later.
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The movie took 2 years to shoot between 2002 and 2004, with some addional scenes in 2006.
It was a movie project that started in 1999, but was never easy to take off the ground, because
of the fact that it isn't the standard script or the typical movie. The idea behind it, was to find a
way to re-create professional video footage by someone who has no idea of movies, he is just
in love with his camera, he shoots anything for anyone just for the fun of it and he doesn't care
about the shots that much, because he thinks he is a good editor. Trying to get into that guy's
shoes, while tshoes, while trying your best as a film-maker creates a conflict. You try to stay focused and to
imitate the common mistakes you see in other's people's videos, which is what you actually
avoid as a film-maker.
 
The second great challenge was the actors. The first aempts were a failure and the lead
female part of the reporter was given to two other actresses at first. Aer a number of screen
tests, the first scene was shot with the one actress in full. The video footage sll exists. It was
clear thclear that something was missing. So, the director went with his next choice and re-shot the
full scene. That was it! She was perfect for the role. She understood the concept of being
natural and authenc, she tried her best to get rid of any theater knowledge and experience,
that always looks fake in movies. She was very involved unl the end of the movie and she
took important lessons about a different type of acng, very close to method acng, but
totally dangerous for others.
 
The scenes of this mThe scenes of this movies were well planed, but the whole approach almost produced lethal
accidents on set. The first story was smooth and the director took advantage of the fact that
those two actors were in their first year of acng school and always over-acted. It was so
perfect for a story that had to look fake. The reporter in the story supposedly had the brilliant
idea to shoot it like it was happening in real me, but like ex machina appeared inside the
house and interviewed them, while they were sll "fighng". The whole concept is actually a
spoof of the countless stupid reality shows, where everyone is talking to the camera about
emoons and hemoons and how they have felt at that parcular moment. The "murder" went well, and the
reporter wanted to make a great exit, as if she had captured a real crime on tape.

INSIDE RED LIKE BLOOD
HOW THE MOVIE WAS MADE AND HOW DANGEROUS IT WAS
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The second story was problemac. The actress was
great, but nobody knew, she hadn't show how far she
could go. The male actor wasn't good at all, so as part
of the "fake" style of the story, the shoong was going
great. Unl the actress had to cry. She stopped
speaking to the crew and the other actors, she cried
her guts out and her guts out and couldn't even breathe. She stayed in
the role and went to the kitchen, she grabbed a real
knife, almost cut herself badly and then she went to
the guy's room. The director was shocked and took the
risk instead of stopping the shoong. He asked from
the actor to turn his back against the camera, so that
he wouldn't see her face. The actress didn't act
aanymore, it was scary. She almost stabbed the guy
twice for real and he had no idea what was going on,
thinking everything was sll OK.

Everything else went fine as planed unl the final story. There are three girls inside the room.
The one who starts the fight was an actress and was working in the Theater, while the other one
had never acted in front of the camera, but was singing on stage from me to me. The
shoong stopped aer an hour, cause the "singer" lost her mind, she was shaking and was
throwing stuff, she even managed to throw a bunch of keys to the refrigerator so hard, that the
metal door almost broke in half. Nobody was sure if it was healthy to keep shoong. The word
CUT CUT was never heard on set, and that is one thing that cause actors to lose their control, to
forget that the camera was there and to become really angry and vicious. So, this is somehow
the closest you can get to a real found footage material. The moment in the end almost send
everyone to jail, but the actress recovered and didn't press charges, the hit was real and if the
brain was shaered she could end up dead.
 
The first cut of the movie in 2005 was originally 95 minutes. It was closer to a documentary that
tto a real movie. It was unbearable to watch, not because it was bad, but because it was more
realisc than any other movie out there. Aer screenings, one thing was clear, people had no
feelings aerwards, they couldn't decide if they love it or hate it.

The addional scenes in 2006 were created during September and November. The whole
concept was to turn the original into a real movie, including narraon to help the viewer
understand the situaons a lile bit beer, and also to include some other scenes that would
make it more interesng to watch, like the whole concept in the very beginning with the "porn"
shoongs. The porn gushoongs. The porn guys were trying to create a "snuff" porn video, and that is why the video
with the fourth girl looks fake from me to me. The deal is that the situaon went out of
control and the team had to stop shoong for hours, because the girl wasn't an actress and she
first thought that it was going to be a normal movie. The minute she got undressed and started
having simulated sex with the two actors, the room got hot and the whole thing almost turned
into a real porn shoong. She had no idea about the hidden knife behind the couch.   
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The one guy (Nick Samaras) took it out and gave it to the
other guy. The girl (Evelyn Sami) saw the knife for the first
me and realized it wasn't a prop. She started screaming

and shoung and she defended herself with everything she
could. Those shots could never end up in the final cut, no
maer how real they are. She wanted to go to the police
and she and she couldn't calm down for hours. Aer convincing her
that everyone was a professional, the remaining shots were
not that powerful anymore, but they went smooth. The one
guy almost lost his ear and got stabbed during the re-shoong

of the scene, but it was only a flesh wound.
 

The lesson here is that if you push it too far, you can actually
end up in jail. The mend up in jail. The movie looks weird and different because it
was weird and different. The goal wasn't to create a snuff
movie or a gory horror film, this is the only found footage
movie that makes an extra step towards the unknown and

was really dangerous to shoot, without any real stunts or SFX.
The final scene could be a real murder and this is what

murder actually looks like, it isn't fancy or cool, it is stupid and
cheap and somcheap and somemes doesn't look real to the eyes of a viewer,
simply because it doesn't look like a movie death. Death is

silent and comes easily, especially when you push everyone to
unknown territory, with no cuts or breaks in between.

Improvisaon with no cuts can make professional and amateur
actors completely lose their minds!

 
 2016 RE-MASTERED 2K ORIGINAL CUT

ORIGINAL TITLE: Κόκκινο Σαν Αίμα
72 Min. - Thriller / Drama / Found Footage
GREEK LANGUAGE - ENGLISH SUBTITLES
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